The All-In-One Transformer Paddle can be configured as a double-bladed kayak paddle, SUP paddle or Push-Pole and Stakeout Anchor. No tools needed, pieces button lock together.

Components:
- Adjustable shaft section
- Feathering shaft section with three holes
- Right and Left Blade
- 2 - Drip Guards
- Pointed end piece
- Handle/Push piece

Shaft Sections: All Configurations
The adjustable and feathering shaft sections are used for each configuration. Adjustable end mates into three hole end of feathering shaft. Button will pop up in hole to lock together. These two pieces must be connected to each other to assemble the Transformer Paddle properly.
Push-Pole and SUP Paddle

Double-Ended Paddle Assembly

Connect adjustable shaft and short feathering shaft. The adjustable end of the shaft goes in to the three hole end of the Feathering Shaft.

Push the drip guards onto the blade shafts.

Connect the blades to the assembled shaft.

Push-Pole and SUP Paddle

Connect adjustable shaft and short feathering shaft. The adjustable end of the shaft goes in to the three hole end of the Feathering Shaft.

Connect the T-Handle/Push bar section over the adjustable shaft.

Connect pointed section to the feathering section.

**Stand-Up Paddle**, insert one blade instead of pointed section.

Paddle can be adjusted in 2 inch increments.
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